Silk & Glow Mask
Frizzy and dull hair is, in fact, characterised by
uplifted and irregular cuticles. When in this state,
the hair surface does not reflect light and hair
appears dull and opaque. A synergy of restructuring,
nourishing and silkening active ingredients.
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The deep regenerative treatment, which gives
substance and matter to damaged hair.
Biomimetic vegetable proteins, which repair
structural damage by reconstructing the
molecular structure of keratin.
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Herbs & Clay
Stress, aggressive treatments and an intense
daily life put the balance of your body to the
test, and that includes your scalp and hair. 100%
natural Amazonian pink clay and of Soap nuts,
the aromatherapeutic power of the natural,
biodynamic essential oil blends.

This revolutionary formula infuses Keratin deep
into the hair’s cuticle, promoting intense hydration
and remarkable shine. The powerful treatment that
delivers fantastic results, making it a perfect
match for even the frizziest, curliest type of hair.
Reducing up to 95% of frizz and elimination
drying time by 50%.

(Price based on consultation)

Innoluxe Treatment
INNOluxe ReBond features Amino bond Complex,
an advanced blend of exceptionally low weight
proteins that rebuilds and strengthens hair,
repairing and restoring to maximum effect
during the colouring process.

Short hair £23 | Long hair £26

Elasticizer

£10 (10mins)

Delivers a rush of moisture into the hairs cuticle
to help reduce breakage and restore the hair’s
strength and stretchability, leading to less
breakage and snapping.

Moisture Hair Mask

£5 (5mins)

Dry hair appear arid, dull and break easily.
nutritious, like Murumuru butter and Macadamia
oil, organic Honey and biodynamic Hazelnut. A rich
and precious blend which renders hair shiny and
silky giving them an inebriating softness.

11 Oakdene Parade, Cobham, Surrey, KT11 2LR
www.coconuthair.com

£5 (5mins)
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